Dear Sister,

We are again on the march, we left the vicinity of Port Royal on the 21st after one of the hardest days work (not even the gunners say that much) near Stonewall. The next day from Milford to Fort Royal we marched 25 or 30 miles and pitched camp for the night 7 1/2 mile from Spring Break. One we were quiet we cannot tell but think we will go to Culpeper.

I have received no letters from home since the 3rd of the month. Have written several all asking for clothes & not as my favorite object in writing to sight by the St. Complish. If you are in the range of human expectation I wish you would send me the clothing I can never among those my clothes I have no sent in my parcel. I was one pair of socks which are worn.
completed my shirt fitting
sitting off as to get a white shirt
and a pair of drawers which I will
keep them this evening. I can some
between 5 to 11:00 on my shirt firmly
Spence plane speaking but it
is certainly not on any general
state of affairs.
I would once again go
often if I could possibly come
at all there must be a chance of
giving them here if you will.
Do not understand but neither can
any money can get them.
I know this letter is rather
complaining but as the time it is
the first one of that sort I consider
the desperate state of affairs
I hope you will excuse it.
Exeuse had writing as I am writing by
violet. End with good love you all.
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